
Track E-Radicator with Auto Reset 

HD pivoting discs & legs

The Ryetec Track E-Radicator has been designed for use with 
high powered tractors and crawlers to remove any compaction 
cause by the tractor itself while carrying out cultivations, drill 
operations, or simply tramline busting with or without an optional 
packer roller

Causing minimal surface ground disturbance with a large 500mm 
cutting disc and low disturbance point on a steering arm. It is 
ideal when used on tracked tractors or when working headlands, 
relieving compaction and aiding drainage. 

Available with either full  Auto Reset or Shearbar system

RYETEC TRACK E-RADICATOR 
ARABLE LOW DISTURBANCE TOOLBAR

Standard Specification:
 » 3m toolbar with 4 legs & points with tungsten tips - longer lasting points  

 for reduced running costs & downtime.
 » Adjustable leg positioning-legs feature frame clamping system to allow  

 for exact positioning of legs relative to tractor wheel/track width and   
 wheel centres. 

 » 20mm Hardox legs that are depth adjustable to 400mm - for high   
 resistance to damage and wear with accurate and easy no tool depth   
 adjustment.

 » Shearbar protection for legs - where conditions are unlikely to cause  
 repeated obstruction of the legs (Auto reset option available).

 » Heavy duty pivoting discs & legs - allow for ease of maneuvrability   
 around obstacles, headland following and steering pressure from   
 tracked or pivot steer tractors.

 » Rear linkage & drawbar - heavy duty with hydraulic raise and lower to  
 pull rear mounted implements. 

 » Umbilical transfer system - to convey hydraulic and electrical services  
 to rear mounted implements.

Options:
 » Extra legs (up to 6) - for full width low disturbance operation.
 » Optional Stocks Ag Seeding Equipment- ability to drill OSR & cover crops.
 » Rear packer roller (flat or ribbed) - for stand alone operation.
 » Alternative legs & points - customers preferred legs/points can be fitted.
 » Auto Reset - where conditions  will cause repeated interference with legs.
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Restorer 4m ALD running front mounted with combi drill Restorer 6m ALD with rear packer

Restorer 4m ALD with hydraulic linkage working as a toolbar

Workbox in actionWeightbox’s & Workbox’s with various options/colours

Restorer 3m GLD grassland low disturbance sub soiler

RYETEC PRODUCT RANGE 
ENGINEERED FOR STRENGTH & VERSATILITY 
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